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10452 D_W_R Complete Weapons MMH 98-11606 Zobator 2007-10-20

This is just a little mod to complete Daedric
Warhammer Replacement of my own.     It just gives
Veloth's Judgement the meshes and textures of the
Replacer.     All the honor go's to android b'cause i

didn't made something new but i just changed
something...

8017 Ordinator Stop
Attack Miscellaneous MMH 53-12916 Zobator 2008-09-07

This mod will give the ordinators a script that makes
them stop attacking you when you unequip the armor.  

This DOESN'T remove the script from the armor.    
Some may find the mod unrealistic but it's better than

the vanilla system, I think.   And people ...

7814 Guar Travel Miscellaneous MMH 53-12638 Zobator 2008-04-01

This mod allows the player to travel to and from
several places in Morrowind.   (Currently available:

Seyda Neen, Balmora, Pelagiad, Dren Plantation and
Ebonheart)     This is my first "real" mod. I already did

some fixes.

7734 entertainers-NoM fix Miscellaneous MMH 53-11621 Zobator 2007-10-30

This is a mod to make it possible to use the official mod
entertainers and Necessities of Morrowind (By

Thaddeus & Nymeria) together at the same time.    
Available in .ace and .7z file       -Nothing special but i

wanna say such things are...

4580 Tel Fyr Amulet Fix Bugfixes MMH 13-12457 Zobator 2008-01-03

Some people could have noticed this bug when they
marked in Magas Volar and returned for a second

Daedric Crescent: when they equiped the amulet to
return to Tel Fyr the game crashed!   This fix changes
the script of the amulet so it will work.     I made this

becau...

4406 BE 1.4 -Golden
Arrow fix- Bugfixes MMH 13-11623 Zobator 2007-11-01

This mod fix an error in BE 1.4 I noticed.   This repairs
the meshes of the golden arrow bought in the fletcher
shop near the Balmora Temple added by BE 1.4   The
problem was that some of the golden arrow had the
wrong addres for their mesh.   Well it's now fixed!

&#...


